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The Oxford Handbook of Ethical Theory - Professor of Philosophy
David Copp 2006-01-26
The Handbook is a comprehensive reference work in ethical theory
consisting of commissioned articles by leading scholars. The first part
treats meta-ethics and the second part normative ethical theory. As with
all the Oxford Handbooks, the collection is designed to achieve three
goals: exposition of central ideas, criticism of other approaches, and
defenses of distinct points of view.
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics - Mark C. Timmons 2018-10-18
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics is an annual forum for new work in
normative ethical theory. Leading philosophers present original
contributions to our understanding of a wide range of moral issues and
positions, from analysis of competing approaches to normative ethics
(including moral realism, constructivism, and expressivism) to questions
of how we should act and live well. OSNE will be an essential resource
for scholars and students working in moral philosophy.
Oxford Studies in Metaethics - Russ Shafer-Landau 2019
Oxford Studies in Metaethics is the only publication devoted exclusively
to original philosophical work in the foundations of ethics. It provides an
annual selection of much of the best new scholarship being done in the
field. Its broad purview includes work being done at the intersections of
ethical theory with metaphysics, epistemology, philosophy of language,
and philosophy of mind. The essays included in the series provide an
excellent basis for understanding recent developments in the field; those
who would like to acquaint themselves with the current state of play in
metaethics would do well to start here.
Moral Philosophy and Moral Life - Anne-Marie Søndergaard Christensen
2021-01-03
Anne-Marie Søndergaard Christensen presents a new account of the role
of moral philosophy and its relationship to our ordinary moral lives. She
challenges the idea that moral theories have an authoritative explanatory
or action-guiding role, and develops instead a descriptive, pluralistic, and
elucidatory conception of moral philosophy.
The Fundamentals of Ethics - Russ Shafer-Landau 2010
In The Fundamentals of Ethics, author Russ Shafer-Landau employs a
uniquely engaging writing style to introduce students to the essential
ideas of moral philosophy. Offering more comprehensive coverage of the
good life, normative ethics, and metaethics than any other text of its
kind, this book also addresses issues that are often omitted from other
texts, such as the doctrine of doing and allowing, the doctrine of double
effect, ethical particularism, the desire-satisfaction theory of well-being,
and moral error theory. Shafer-Landau carefully reconstructs and
analyzes dozens of arguments in depth, at a level that is understandable
to students with no prior philosophical background. Ideal for courses in
introductory ethics and contemporary moral problems, this book can be
used as a stand-alone text or with the author's companion reader, The
Ethical Life: Fundamental Readings in Ethics and Moral Problems, which
offers original readings exploring the topics covered in The
Fundamentals of Ethics.
Desiring the Good - Katja Maria Vogt 2017-08-01
Desiring the Good defends a novel and distinctive approach in ethics that
is inspired by ancient philosophy. Ethics, according to this approach,
starts from one question and its most immediate answer: "what is the
good for human beings?"--"a well-going human life." Ethics thus
conceived is broader than moral philosophy. It includes a range of topics
in psychology and metaphysics. Plato's Philebus is the ancestor of this
approach. Its first premise, defended in Book I of Aristotle's
Nicomachean Ethics, is that the final agential good is the good human
life. Though Aristotle introduces this premise while analyzing human
activities, it is absent from approaches in the theory of action that selfidentify as Aristotelian. This absence, Vogt argues, is a deep and farreaching mistake, one that can be traced back to Elizabeth Anscombe's
influential proposals. And yet, the book is Anscombian in spirit. It
engages with ancient texts in order to contribute to philosophy today,
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and it takes questions about the human mind to be prior to, and relevant
to, substantive normative matters. In this spirit, Desiring the Good puts
forward a new version of the Guise of the Good, namely that desire to
have one's life go well shapes and sustains mid- and small-scale
motivations. A theory of good human lives, it is argued, must make room
for a plurality of good lives. Along these lines, the book lays out a nonrelativist version of Protagoras's Measure Doctrine and defends a new
kind of realism about good human lives.
Principles of Moral Philosophy - Steven M. Cahn 2016-02-15
Principles of Moral Philosophy: Classic and Contemporary Approaches
covers all the major theories in normative ethics--relativism, egoism,
divine command theory, natural law, Kantian ethics, consequentialism,
pluralism, social contract theory, virtue ethics, the ethics of care, and
particularism--and also includes sections on applied ethics and
metaethics. It provides students with a balanced introduction to an array
of approaches to topics in normative ethics, offering traditional theories
alongside criticisms of them. The readings are enhanced by a variety of
pedagogical features including a general introduction, an introduction to
each reading, study questions after each reading, and a glossary of key
terms. With one-third of its contemporary readings authored by women,
Principles of Moral Philosophy is the most inclusive and balanced
normative ethics reader available. A password-protected Instructor's
Manual is available on the book's Ancillary Resource Center.
Exploring Ethics - Steven M. Cahn 2022-04-26
In this remarkably accessible, concise, and engaging introduction to
moral philosophy, Steven M. Cahn brings together a rich, balanced, and
wide-ranging collection of fifty-two readings on ethical theory and
contemporary moral issues. He has carefully edited all the articles to
ensure that they will be exceptionally clear and understandable to
undergraduate students. The selections are organized into three parts-Challenges to Morality, Moral Theories, and Moral Problems--providing
instructors with flexibility in designing and teaching a variety of ethics
courses. Each reading is followed by study questions.
For the Common Good - Alex John London 2021
Alex John London defends a conception of the common good that
grounds a moral imperative with two requirements. The first is to
promote research that enables key social institutions to effectively,
efficiently and equitably safeguard the basic interests of individuals. The
second is to ensure that research is organized as a voluntary scheme of
social cooperation that respects its various contributors' moral claim to
be treated as free and equal. Connecting research to the goals of a just
social order grounds a framework for assessing and managing research
risk that reconciles these requirements and justifies key oversight
practices in non-paternalistic terms. The result is a new understanding of
research ethics that resolves coordination problems that threaten these
goals and provides credible assurance that the requirements of this
imperative are being met.-Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics Volume 12 - Mark Timmons
2022-07-14
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics is an annual forum for new work in
normative ethical theory. Leading philosophers present original
contributions to our understanding of a wide range of moral issues and
positions, from analysis of competing approaches to normative ethics
(including moral realism, constructivism, and expressivism) to questions
of how we should act and live well. OSNE is an essential resource for
scholars and students working in moral philosophy.
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics Volume 10 - Mark Timmons
2020-10-15
OSNE is an annual forum for new work in normative ethical theory.
Leading philosophers advance our understanding of a wide range of
moral issues and positions, from analysis of competing normative
theories to questions of how we should act and live well. OSNE will be an
essential resource for scholars and students working in moral
philosophy.
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From Moral Theology to Moral Philosophy - Tim Stuart-Buttle 2019-06-27
The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries represent a period of
remarkable intellectual vitality in British philosophy, as figures such as
Hobbes, Locke, Hume, and Smith attempted to explain the origins and
sustaining mechanisms of civil society. Their insights continue to inform
how political and moral theorists think about the world in which we live.
From Moral Theology to Moral Philosophy reconstructs a debate which
preoccupied contemporaries but which seems arcane to us today. It
concerned the relationship between reason and revelation as the two
sources of mankind's knowledge, particularly in the ethical realm: to
what extent, they asked, could reason alone discover the content and
obligatory character of morality? This was held to be a historical, rather
than a merely theoretical question: had the philosophers of pre-Christian
antiquity, ignorant of Christ, been able satisfactorily to explain the moral
universe? What role had natural theology played in their ethical theories
- and was it consistent with the teachings delivered by revelation? Much
recent scholarship has drawn attention to the early-modern interest in
two late Hellenistic philosophical traditions - Stoicism and Epicureanism.
Yet in the English context, three figures above all - John Locke, Conyers
Middleton, and David Hume - quite deliberately and explicitly identified
their approaches with Cicero as the representative of an alternative
philosophical tradition, critical of both the Stoic and the Epicurean:
academic scepticism. All argued that Cicero provided a means of
addressing what they considered to be the most pressing question facing
contemporary philosophy: the relationship between moral philosophy and
moral theology.
Purpose in the Universe - Tim Mulgan 2015
Two familiar worldviews dominate Western philosophy: materialist
atheism and the benevolent God of the Abrahamic faiths. Tim Mulgan
defends a third way. Ananthropocentric purposivism claims that there is
a cosmic purpose, but human beings are irrelevant to it. He argues that
non-human-centred cosmic purpose can ground a distinctive human
morality.
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics, Volume 6 - Mark Timmons 2011
OSNE is an annual forum for new work in normative ethical theory.
Leading philosophers advance our understanding of a wide range of
moral issues and positions, from analysis of competing normative
theories to questions of how we should act and live well. OSNE will be an
essential resource for scholars and students working in moral
philosophy.
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics - Mark Timmons 2019-10-24
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics is an annual forum for new work in
normative ethical theory. Leading philosophers present original
contributions to our understanding of a wide range of moral issues and
positions, from analysis of competing approaches to normative ethics
(including moral realism, constructivism, and expressivism) to questions
of how we should act and live well. OSNE will be an essential resource
for scholars and students working in moral philosophy.
Future Morality - David Edmonds 2021-09-23
The world is changing so fast that it's hard to know how to think about
what we ought to do. We barely have time to reflect on how scientific
advances will affect our lives before they're upon us. New kinds of
dilemma are springing up. Can robots be held responsible for their
actions? Will artificial intelligence be able to predict criminal activity? Is
the future gender-fluid? Should we strive to become post-human? Should
we use drugs to improve our intimate relationships — or to reduce
crime? Our intuitions about questions like these are often both weak and
confused. David Edmonds has put together a philosophical task force to
get to grips with these challenges. Twenty-nine philosophers present
provocative and engaging pieces about aspects of life today, and life
tomorrow — birth and death, health and medicine, brain and body,
personal relationships, wrongdoing and justice, the internet, animals,
and the environment. The future won't look the same when you've
finished this book.
The Birth of Ethics - Philip Pettit 2018-10-15
Imagine a human society, perhaps in pre-history, in which people were
generally of a psychological kind with us, had the use of natural language
to communicate with one another, but did not have any properly moral
concepts in which to exhort one another to meet certain standards and to
lodge related claims and complaints. According to The Birth of Ethics,
the members of that society would have faced a set of pressures, and
made a series of adjustments in response, sufficient to put them within
reach of ethical concepts. Without any planning, they would have more
or less inevitably evolved a way of using such concepts to articulate
desirable patterns of behavior and to hold themselves and one another
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responsible to those standards. Sooner or later, they would have entered
ethical space. While this central claim is developed as a thesis in
conjectural history or genealogy, the aim of the exercise is philosophical.
Assuming that it explains the emergence of concepts and practices that
are more or less equivalent to ours, the story offers us an account of the
nature and role of morality. It directs us to the function that ethics plays
in human life and alerts us to the character in virtue of which it can serve
that function. The emerging view of morality has implications for the
standard range of questions in meta-ethics and moral psychology, and
enables us to understand why there are divisions in normative ethics like
that between consequentialist and Kantian approaches.
Morality's Progress - Dale Jamieson 2002
Morality's Progress is the summation of nearly three decades of work by
Dale Jamieson, a leading figure in environmental ethics and bioethics.
The twenty-two papers here are invigoratingly diverse, but together tell a
unified story about various aspects of the morality of our relationships
toanimals and to nature.The volume begins by addressing the possibility
of moral progress and the value of practical ethics. It then moves on to
discuss the nature of animal minds, and our moral duties with respect to
animals; it concludes with essays that address larger environmental
questions. Considered as a whole,Morality's Progress is an attempt to
draw out the moral consequences of a thoroughgoing Darwinian
Naturalism. The perspective that informs this work is philosophically
naturalist, morally consequentialist, and metaethically
constructivist.Jamieson's essays will convince sceptics that thinking
about our moral relations to animals and nature can offer great
intellectual reward, and his work here sets a challenging, controversial
agenda for the future.
Choosing Freedom - Karen Stohr 2022-02
"Could a long-dead German philosopher have anything useful to say
about how you should live your life? In the case of Immanuel Kant, the
answer is yes. Although Kant is best known for his abstract ethical
writings, you might be surprised to learn that this philosophical giant
had things to say about gossiping, doing favors, getting drunk, telling
white lies, and being a good dinner party guest. This book will help you
understand the essential framework of Kant's ethical theory, with its
emphasis on rationality, freedom, and hopefulness"-The Moral Philosophers - Richard J. Norman 1998-01-01
This new edition has been completely revised and updated, with a new
chapter on Nietzsche and an entirely new part III covering contemporary
utilitarianism and rights-based ethical theories. Essential reading for
students of ethics.
Ethics: a Very Short Introduction - Simon Blackburn 2021-01-28
Simon Blackburn tackles the major moral questions surrounding birth,
death, happiness, desire, and freedom, and considers how we should
think about the meaning of life. This new edition highlights the
importance of an understanding of approaches to ethics and its
foundations, and how this relates to our modern world of eroding trust.
Rethinking Moral Status - Steve Clarke 2021-08-05
Common-sense morality implicitly assumes that reasonably clear
distinctions can be drawn between the "full" moral status that is usually
attributed to ordinary adult humans, the partial moral status attributed
to non-human animals, and the absence of moral status, which is usually
ascribed to machines and other artifacts. These implicit assumptions
have long been challenged, and are now coming under further scrutiny
as there are beings we have recently become able to create, as well as
beings that we may soon be able to create, which blur the distinctions
between human, non-human animal, and non-biological beings. These
beings include non-human chimeras, cyborgs, human brain organoids,
post-humans, and human minds that have been uploaded into computers
and onto the internet and artificial intelligence. It is far from clear what
moral status we should attribute to any of these beings. There are a
number of ways we could respond to the new challenges these
technological developments raise: we might revise our ordinary
assumptions about what is needed for a being to possess full moral
status, or reject the assumption that there is a sharp distinction between
full and partial moral status. This volume explores such responses, and
provides a forum for philosophical reflection about ordinary
presuppositions and intuitions about moral status.
Thinking About Reasons - David Bakhurst 2013-08-01
Thinking about Reasons is a collection of fourteen new essays on topics
in ethics and the philosophy of action, inspired in one way or another by
the work of Jonathan Dancy—one of his generation's most influential
moral philosophers. Many of the most influential living thinkers in the
area are contributors to this collection, which also contains an
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autobiographical afterword by Dancy himself. Topics discussed in this
volume include: · the idea that the facts that explain action are nonpsychological ones · buck passing theories of goodness and rightness ·
the idea that some moral reasons justify action without requiring it · the
particularist idea that there are no true informative moral principles · the
idea that egoism and impartial consequentialism are self-defeating · the
idea that moral reasons are dependent on either impersonal value, or
benefits to oneself, or benefits to those with whom one has some special
connection, but not on deontological constraints · the idea that we must
distinguish between reasons and enablers, disablers, intensifiers, and
attenuators of reasons · the idea that, although the lived ethical life is
shaped by standing commitments, uncodifable judgement is at least
sometimes needed to resolve what to do when these commitments
conflict · the idea that the value of a whole need not be a mathematical
function of the values of the parts of that whole · the idea that practical
reasoning is based on inference the idea that there cannot be irreducibly
normative properties.
Exploring Ethics - Steven M. Cahn 2016-07-01
This text brings together a rich, balanced, and wide-ranging collection of
over fifty readings on ethical theory and contemporary moral issues. The
selections are organized into three parts, providing instructors with
flexibility in designing and teaching a variety of ethics courses.
What Should I Do? - Alexander George 2011-01-06
Life throws moral questions at us every day -- about our family, social,
and working relationships, about what the fair or decent thing to do is,
about how society should be run. In this book a panel of distinguished
philosophers offer lively and enlightening answers to a wide range of
challenging questions submitted by members of the public.
Agency and Autonomy in Kant's Moral Theory - Andrews Reath 2006
Reath presents a selection of his essays on various features of Kant's
moral philosophy and moral theory, with particular emphasis on his
conception of rational agency and autonomy. He explores Kant's belief
that objective moral requrirements are based on principles we choose for
ourselves.
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics, Vol 7 - Mark Timmons 2017
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics is an annual forum for new work in
normative ethical theory. Leading philosophers present original
contributions to our understanding of a wide range of moral issues and
positions, from analysis of competing approaches to normative ethics
(including moral realism, constructivism, and expressivism) to questions
of how we should act and live well. OSNE will be an essential resource
for scholars and students working in moral philosophy.
The Ethics of Killing - Jeff McMahan 2002
Drawing on philosophical notions of personal identity and the immorality
of killing, Jeff McMahan looks at various issues, including abortion,
infanticide, the killing of animals, assisted suicide, and euthanasia.
Human Rights: Moral or Political? - Adam Etinson 2018-03-09
Human rights have a rich life in the world around us. Political rhetoric
pays tribute to them, or scorns them. Citizens and activists strive for
them. The law enshrines them. And they live inside us too. For many of
us, human rights form part of how we understand the world and what
must (or must not) be done within it. The ubiquity of human rights raises
questions for the philosopher. If we want to understand these rights,
where do we look? As a set of moral norms, it is tempting to think they
can be grasped strictly from the armchair, say, by appeal to moral
intuition. But what, if anything, can that kind of inquiry tell us about the
human rights of contemporary politics, law, and civil society — that is,
human rights as we ordinarily know them? This volume brings together a
distinguished, interdisciplinary group of scholars to address
philosophical questions raised by the many facets of human rights:
moral, legal, political, and historical. Its original chapters, each
accompanied by a critical commentary, explore topics including: the
purpose and methods of a philosophical theory of human rights; the
"Orthodox-Political" debate; the relevance of history to philosophy; the
relationship between human rights morality and law; and the value of
political critiques of human rights.
A Better Ape - Victor Kumar 2022
"A Better Ape explores the evolution of the moral mind from our
ancestors with chimpanzees, through the origins of our genus and our
species, to the development of behaviorally modern humans who
underwent revolutions in agriculture, urbanization, and industrial
technology. The book begins, in Part I, by explaining the biological
evolution of sympathy and loyalty in great apes and trust and respect in
the earliest humans. These moral emotions are the first element of the
moral mind. Part II explains the gene-culture co-evolution of norms,
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emotions, and reasoning in Homo sapiens. Moral norms of harm, kinship,
reciprocity, autonomy, and fairness are the second element of the moral
mind. A social capacity for interactive moral reasoning is the third
element. Part III of the book explains the cultural co-evolution of social
institutions and morality. Family, religious, military, political, and
economic institutions expanded small bands into large tribes and created
more intense social hierarchies through new moral norms of authority
and purity. Finally, Part IV explains the rational and cultural evolution of
moral progress and moral regress as human societies experienced gains
and losses in inclusivity and equality. Moral progress against racism,
homophobia, speciesism, sexism, classism, and global injustice depends
on integration of privileged and oppressed people in physical space,
social roles, and democratic decision making. The central idea in the
book is that all these major evolutionary transitions, from ancestral apes
to modern societies, and now human survival of climate change, depend
on co-evolution between morality, knowledge, and complex social
structure"-Oxford Studies in Metaethics Volume 15 - Russ Shafer-Landau
2020-07-15
Oxford Studies in Metaethics is the only publication devoted exclusively
to original philosophical work in the foundations of ethics. It provides an
annual selection of much of the best new scholarship being done in the
field. Its broad purview includes work being done at the intersections of
ethical theory with metaphysics, epistemology, philosophy of language,
and philosophy of mind. The essays included in the series provide an
excellent basis for understanding recent developments in the field; those
who would like to acquaint themselves with the current state of play in
metaethics would do well to start here.
Regret - James Warren 2021-11-25
This book provides a study of regret (metameleia) in the moral
psychology of Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics. It was important for all
these philosophers to insist that regret is a characteristic of neither fully
virtuous nor wholly irredeemable characters. Rather, they took regret to
be something that affects people who retrospectively feel pain at
realising an earlier mistaken action. Regret sets out in full the accounts
of the nature of this emotion found in the works of these philosophers,
viewing them in the context of their respective accounts of virtuous and
non-virtuous agents, ethical progress, the role of knowledge in producing
good actions, and compares it with modern philosophical notions of
'agent regret'.
The Oxford Handbook of the History of Ethics - Roger Crisp 2013-01-31
This original and comprehensive volume explores the history of
philosophical ethics in the western tradition from Homer until the
present day. Leading experts in the field use their expertise and
specialist knowledge to illuminate key subjects and ideas in
contemporary ethics, and survey the history of the discipline.
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics, Volume 5 - Mark Timmons
2015-10
This volume includes thirteen essays, covering the following topics: the
asymmetry of good and evil, particularism and virtue ethics, personal
welfare, moral worth and normative theory, ideas of the good in moral
and political philosophy, moral scrupulosity, gratitude and rights, moral
anxiety and moral agency, prudential value in an individual's life, moral
theory and the category of the morally permissible, fairness and the
problem of collective harm, the virtue of authenticity, and the
significance of the meanings of moral terms for normative theory.
Being Good - Simon Blackburn 2002-03-14
It is not only in our dark hours that scepticism, relativism, hypocrisy, and
nihilism dog ethics. Whether it is a matter of giving to charity, or sticking
to duty, or insisting on our rights, we can be confused, or be paralysed
by the fear that our principles are groundless. Many are afraid that in a
Godless world science has unmasked us as creatures fated by our genes
to be selfish and tribalistic, or competitive and aggressive. Simon
Blackburn, author of the best-sellingThink, structures this short
introduction around these and other threats to ethics. Confronting seven
different objections to our self-image as moral, well-behaved creatures,
he charts a course through the philosophical quicksands that often
engulf us. Then, turning to problems of life and death, he showshow we
should think about the meaning of life, and how we should mistrust the
sound-bite sized absolutes that often dominate moral debates. Finally he
offers a critical tour of the ways the philosophical tradition has tried to
provide foundations for ethics, from Plato and Aristotle through to
contemporary debates.
The Women Are Up to Something - Benjamin J. Bruxvoort Lipscomb
2021-11
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Résumé éditeur : This book tells two intertwined stories, centered on
twentieth-century moral philosophers Elizabeth Anscombe, Mary
Midgley, Philippa Foot, and Iris Murdoch. The first is the story of four
friends who came up to Oxford together just before WWII. It is the story
of their lives, loves, and intellectual preoccupations; it is a story about
women trying to find a place in a man's world of academic philosophy.
The second story is about these friends' shared philosophical project and
their unintentional creation of a school of thought that challenged the
dominant way of doing ethics. That dominant school of thought
envisioned the world as empty, value-free matter, on which humans
impose meaning. This outlook treated statements such as “this is good”
as mere expressions of feeling or preference, reflecting no objective
standards. It emphasized human freedom and demanded an unflinching
recognition of the value-free world. The four friends diagnosed this moral
philosophy as an impoverishing intellectual fad. This style of thought,
they believed, obscured the realities of human nature and left people
without the resources to make difficult moral choices or to confront evil.
As an alternative, the women proposed a naturalistic ethics, reviving a
line of thought running through Plato, Aristotle, and Aquinas, and
enriched by modern biologists like Jane Goodall and Charles Darwin. The
women proposed that there are, in fact, moral truths, based in facts
about the distinctive nature of the human animal and what that animal
needs to thrive."
Moral Uncertainty - William MacAskill 2020
About the bookToby Ord try to fill this gap. They argue that there are
distinctive norms that govern how one ought to make decisions and
defend an information-sensitive account of how to make such decisions.
They do so by developing an analogy between moral uncertainty and
social choice, noting that different moral views provide different amounts
of information regarding our reasons for action, and arguing that the
correct account of decision-making under moral uncertainty must be
sensitive to that. Moral Uncertainty also tackles the problem of how to
make intertheoretic comparisons, and addresses the implications of their
view for metaethics and practical ethics. Very often we are uncertain
about what we ought, morally, to do. We do not know how to weigh the
interests of animals against humans, how strong our duties are to
improve the lives of distant strangers, or how to think about the ethics of
bringing new people into existence. But we still need to act. So how
should we make decisions in the face of such uncertainty? Though
economists and philosophers have extensively studied the issue of
decision-making in the face of uncertainty about matters of fact, the
question of decision-making given fundamental moral uncertainty has
been neglected. In Moral Uncertainty, philosophers William MacAskill,
Krister Bykvist, and Toby Ord try to fill this gap. They argue that there
are distinctive norms that govern how one ought to make decisions and
defend an information-sensitive account of how to make such decisions.
They do so by developing an analogy between moral uncertainty and
social choice, noting that different moral views provide different amounts
of information regarding our reasons for action, and arguing that the
correct account of decision-making under moral uncertainty must be
sensitive to that. Moral Uncertainty also tackles the problem of how to
make intertheoretic comparisons, and addresses the implications of their
view for metaethics and practical ethics.
Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics Volume 11 - Mark Timmons
2022-02-03
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Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics is an annual forum for new work in
normative ethical theory. Leading philosophers present original
contributions to our understanding of a wide range of moral issues and
positions, from analysis of competing approaches to normative ethics
(including moral realism, constructivism, and expressivism) to questions
of how we should act and live well. OSNE is an essential resource for
scholars and students working in moral philosophy.
Classics of Political and Moral Philosophy - Steven M. Cahn 2012
Classics of Political and Moral Philosophy provides in one volume the
major writings from nearly 2,500 years of political and moral philosophy,
from Plato through the twentieth century. The most comprehensive
collection of its kind, it moves from classical thought (Plato, Aristotle,
Epicurus, Cicero) through medieval views (Augustine, Aquinas) to
modern perspectives (Machiavelli, Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke, Rousseau,
Hume, Adam Smith, Kant). It includes major nineteenth-century thinkers
(Bentham, Hegel, Mill) and considerably more twentieth-century
theorists than are found in competing volumes (Rawls, Nozick, Taylor,
Foucault, Habermas, Held, Nussbaum). Also included are numerous
essays from The Federalist Papers and a variety of notable documents
and addresses, among them Pericles' Funeral Oration, The Declaration of
Independence, The Constitution of the United States, The Declaration of
the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, and speeches by Edmund Burke,
Abraham Lincoln, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, John Dewey, and Martin
Luther King, Jr. The readings are substantial or complete texts, not
fragments. The second edition contains two new readings--by Charles
Taylor and Virginia Held--and adds The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. It also presents two works by John Locke in their entirety and
includes a new translation of Kant's Groundwork for the Metaphysics of
Morals. An especially valuable feature of this volume is that the writings
of each author are introduced with a substantive and engaging essay by
a leading contemporary authority. These introductions include Richard
Kraut on Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus, and Cicero; Paul J. Weithman on
Augustine and Aquinas; Roger D. Masters on Machiavelli; Jean Hampton
on Hobbes; Steven B. Smith on Spinoza and Hegel; A. John Simmons on
Locke; Joshua Cohen on Rousseau and Rawls; Donald W. Livingston on
Hume; Charles L. Griswold, Jr., on Smith; Bernard E. Brown on Hamilton
and Madison; Jeremy Waldron on Bentham and Mill; Paul Guyer on Kant;
Richard Miller on Marx and Engels; Thomas Christiano on Nozick;
Robert B. Talisse on Charles Taylor; Thomas A. McCarthy on Foucault
and Habermas; Cheshire Calhoun on Held; and Eva Feder Kittay on
Nussbaum. Offering unprecedented breadth of coverage, Classics of
Political and Moral Philosophy, Second Edition, is an ideal text for
courses in political philosophy, social and political philosophy, moral
philosophy, or surveys in Western civilization.
Oxford Studies in Metaethics, Volume 17 - Russ Shafer-Landau
2022-04-20
Oxford Studies in Metaethics is the only publication devoted exclusively
to original philosophical work in the foundations of ethics. It provides an
annual selection of much of the best new scholarship being done in the
field. Its broad purview includes work being done at the intersections of
ethical theory with metaphysics, epistemology, philosophy of language,
and philosophy of mind. The essays included in the series provide an
excellent basis for understanding recent developments in the field; those
who would like to acquaint themselves with the current state of play in
metaethics would do well to start here.
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